Accept
No Substitutes!

The New HP Series 9800 is the best programmable calculator system now—and in the foreseeable future. Price. Performance. Simplicity of operation. No matter what criterion you use, there is absolutely no other system on the market that can match the Series 9800.

Only HP Offers You All This For The Low Price Of $2975

To build your personal desk-top computing system, start with the Series 9800/Model 10 Programmable Calculator. Your basic Model 10 comes with standard equipment that is either not available, or available only as an extra-cost option, on other machines.

If bad experiences have taught you that basic is synonymous with stripped—have no fear. The basic Model 10 can perform a complete regression analysis, or solve a system of 10 simultaneous equations.

Only HP Offers You A Fully Modular Calculator

The unique, modular/plug-in architecture of the Model 10 lets you “design” your own problem-solving system. You can expand the memory, add peripherals, or change the keyboard of your existing Model 10, at any time.

Only HP Gives You A Fully Expandable Dual Memory

The Model 10 has a unique dual memory system—one memory for programs and one for data. You can expand from the basic 500 program steps and 51 data registers to 2036 program steps and 111 data registers.

Beware of simple number comparisons with other calculators. The refinements in the memory design and the keyboard make the Model 10 so efficient that in most cases it requires fewer steps to execute a given problem.

Only HP Lets You Design Your Own Keyboard

Interchangeable keyboard plug-in blocks give you a choice of powerful Statistics or Mathematics functions, complete with their own memories, under single keystroke command. Another option, the User Definable Function plug-in, lets you customize individual keys with operations uniquely important to you.

Only HP Offers An Alphanumeric Printer

By simply inserting the exclusive HP Alphanumeric Printer Plug-in, you can automatically generate labels, program instructions, or messages—in English—right on the printer tape.

Only HP Gives You A Wide Choice of Sophisticated Peripherals

The I/O bus of the Model 10 lets you plug-in a Marked Card Reader, Paper Tape Reader, Digitizer, Typewriter, Tape Cassette, or the exclusive X-Y Plotter that plots linear, log-log, semi-log, or polar plots, and writes alphanumerics.

Only HP Offers You A Totally New System

The Series 9800 is no paper tiger. It’s available now to free you from the drudgery of problem-solving so you can get on with your job of innovative thinking and designing. For more information or a “hands-on demonstration” at your desk, write: Hewlett-Packard, P.O. Box 301, Loveland, Colorado 80537. In Europe: 1217 Meyrin-Geneva Switzerland.
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ARPA has a network of Supercomputers.

There are two dozen huge computer systems in the Advanced Research Projects Agency network. Over half of them are DECsystem-10s. Our Supercomputer, MIT has two. So does Utah. Then there’s Harvard, BBN, Carnegie, Case, SRI, Stanford and Rand.

Which should give you some idea of how popular our DECsystem-10 really is.

In the ARPA network, DECsystem-10’s are doing state-of-the-art research into weather forecasting, econometric studies, resource management, computer sciences, and much more. Everyone shares their computer and expertise with everyone else. Everyone comes out ahead.

Additional DECsystem-10’s will be a part of ARPA’s mammoth ILLIAC IV number crunching complex now being installed at NASA-Ames Research Center in California. They’ll handle all communications while at the same time managing up to a trillion bits of file storage. Once ILLIAC IV is in gear, ARPA members will be able to do in hours jobs so big that they wouldn’t even attempt to do them now.

ARPA is one of the biggest brain trusts ever assembled. If half of its members have a DECsystem-10, you really ought to know about it.

Write for the literature that explains why 62 of the leading universities and research institutions in the country have selected DECSYSTEM-10’s. (Hint: It does computation and timesharing at half the cost of other systems—without sacrificing throughput.)

DECsystem-10 Scientific Group, Digital Equipment Corporation, 146 Main St., Maynard, Mass. 01754. (617) 897-5111.
is there ANOTHER component your present chromatography technique never suspected?

**CENTRI-CHROM** will find it.

CENTRI-CHROM is a high-resolution chromatography system utilizing centrifugal force. Its resolving power is such that it frequently reveals sample components other systems never get down to.

Comparatively large amounts of sample may be introduced into the stainless-steel-protected glass columns—10 µl for the 3 mm column, 50 µl for the 8 mm column. It’s your choice.

How does it work?

The columns are filled with slurry made from SORVALL quality-controlled silica adsorbents—fine grain. The slurry is packed by centrifugation. Sample is introduced, and the columns are centrifuged again. Component migration is quick and qualitative.

Most substances sensitive to chromatographic analysis can be separated within six to fifteen minutes. Reproducibility is excellent; components may be recovered in semi-preparative volumes; samples are not “denatured”; and the system is simple to use.

The low-cost SORVALL GLC-1 General Laboratory Centrifuge is the “driving force” behind CENTRI-CHROM.

For details on this “revolutionary” chromatography system, ask for our brochure. It also reveals facts you never suspected.

Ivan SORVALL, Inc., Norwalk, Conn. 06856

Request CENTRI-CHROM Brochure No. SC-3CC

### Typical examples of CENTRI-CHROM Separations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corticosteroid and steroid mixture of the estrane and androstan-17alpha series</th>
<th>Separation of triglycerides</th>
<th>Separation of pesticides</th>
<th>Separation of 17-keto androstanes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,500 x g — 6 mins.</td>
<td>2,500 x g — 15 mins.</td>
<td>2,500 x g — 5 mins.</td>
<td>1,500 x g — 7 mins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrocortisone</td>
<td>Trilinolenin</td>
<td>Methoxychlor</td>
<td>11β-Hydroxyetiocholanolone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prednisone</td>
<td>Trilinolein</td>
<td>Dieldrin</td>
<td>11β-Hydroxyandrostosterone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortisone</td>
<td>Triolein</td>
<td>Endrin</td>
<td>11-Ketoetiocholanolone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corticosterone</td>
<td></td>
<td>TDE</td>
<td>Etiocholanolone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reichstein “S”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dehydroepiandrostosterone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estradiol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The MATH Keyboard of the Tektronix Calculator

Which way do you solve mathematical expressions? Using math or a machine language?

If you use calculators and prefer to solve mathematical expressions using math instead of a machine language, there's only one calculator for you. It's the TEKTRONIX Scientist 909, the only programmable calculator with a math keyboard.

Look at the keyboard. You'll recognize every key symbol. And you already know how to use each key. Why? Because this calculator speaks the universal language of mathematics. It has none of the strange symbols, toggle switches, thumb wheels or obscure notations you'll find on other calculators.

You never spend valuable time learning and using an artificial language.

Some day all calculators will have mathematical keyboards. User preference demands it.

For complete information or to arrange a demonstration, contact any TEKTRONIX Field Office. Our offices are located in or near major cities and industrial centers—worldwide. If you prefer, write Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97005.

Scientist 909 Calculator... $3200

U.S. Sales Price FOB Beaverton, Oregon
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Get your copy now!
Nalgene Labware Division
Dept. 4015, P.O. Box 385, Rochester, N.Y. 14602

Please send my '72 Nalgene Labware Catalog by return mail.

Name .......................................................... (Please print)
Position or Title ...........................................
Organization ........................................... 
Street ...........................................................
City .................................................... State .............. Zip 

NEW for '72
• New Nalgene products to add greater efficiency, economy and safety to your lab.
• Expanded product lines offering new sizes, capacities and choice of resins.
• New section on popular Thermolyne Apparatus.

Nalgene® Labware...the permanent replacements.
Photomicroscope II is first a microscope, second a camera. But let's talk about the camera.

It's so simple to operate there's really not much to say. All you have to do is push a button. One button. We designed it that way because it's first and foremost a research microscope...an instrument for the scientist who needs the absolute highest quality photomicrographs to document his work, but can't tolerate the distractions caused by ad hoc camera systems.

The only integrated photomicrographic system. When the first Photomicroscope was introduced, there was nothing else like it. There still isn't. As you can see in the cut-away below, the 35mm camera is built into the microscope stand. Besides the ease-of-operation this grants, it gives the system stability that can be achieved in no other way. With this stability, and with camera-focusing accomplished simply by focusing the microscope, chances of blurred photographs are eliminated. What you see is what you get.

Send for detailed brochure and learn about the microscope. We've told you a little about the camera, but to learn the full story on the capabilities of this great Research Microscope for brightfield, darkfield, fluorescence, polarization, phase contrast, and Nomarski interference contrast—in both transmitted and reflected light—write: Carl Zeiss, Inc., 444 5th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10018. Or call (212) 736-6070.
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our new **Wavelength Scanning Accessory**

*model 2430*

number **10** in a series of add-on modules to expand the capability of **GILFORD** spectrophotometers

Spectral scanning is only one of the many capabilities of the Model 240. Unlike instruments designed primarily for scanning, the Model 240 continues to offer uncompromised performance for the many other essential needs of the laboratory. The basic philosophy of Gilford's design permits you to expand instrument capability to spectral scanning, gel scanning, sucrose gradient density scanning to name but a few of our growing group of high performance accessories. With any of our accessories you can buy now or add later; a real advantage when funds are scarce.

**Gilford Model 240/250**

**Benzene Vapor**

- Scan Rate: 300 nm/min
- Slit Width: 0.2 mm
- Spectral Band Width: 0.05 - 6.0 nm
- Path Length: 1.0 cm
- Range: 210 - 10,000
- Sensitivity: 24 dB full scale
- Chart Rate: 5 cm/min

watch for our

**DENSITY GRADIENT ACCESSORY**

*(number 11)*

to appear soon.

**gilford INSTRUMENT**

**INSTRUMENT LABORATORIES INC. OBERLIN, OHIO 44074**

**GILFORD EUROPE, S.A. 39 RUE CHAUVETOT 92 MALAKOFF, FRANCE**

**GILFORD INSTRUMENTS GmbH WEISSENBURGSTRASSE 39 DUSSELDORF, WEST GERMANY**

**GILFORD INSTRUMENTS, LTD. 188 MARTIN WAY MORDEN, SURREY, ENGLAND**

A hard-working liquid scintillation system.
Without the hard work.

Introducing the all-new Isocap/300 Liquid Scintillation System. At last, completely automatic, ultra-simple analysis of up to 300 samples. For 100% of your counting requirements.

How simple? Just three steps. First, set the program selector cap. Second, set the terminators for time or count conditions (these are the only controls you have to set). Finally, push the start button.

But for all of its simplicity, Isocap/300 performs just like those higher priced, "top-of-the-line" systems. Which means fast, accurate data from versatile, applications-oriented counting.

For the full-story of what the Isocap/300 can do, call your Nuclear-Chicago sales engineer. Or write to us. Ask, too, about the PDS/3 Programmable Data System: a new direction in data reduction (including true-DPM computation) from software to printout.

NUCLEAR-CHICAGO
A SUBSIDIARY OF G. D. BEARLE & CO.
2000 Nuclear Drive, Des Plaines, Illinois 60018
Wiergerbruijnaan 75, Uithoorn, The Netherlands

The New Isocap/300
Liquid Scintillation System.
ACCEPT A FREE 10 DAY TRIAL OF ANY UNITRON MICROSCOPE

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY

A salesman’s demonstration only gives you about 30 minutes to examine a microscope, hardly the best conditions for a critical appraisal.

But UNITRON’s unique Free 10 Day Trial gives you the opportunity to evaluate any model in your own laboratory at your convenience.

Prove its value in your own application before you decide to purchase... all without cost or obligation.

ASK FOR YOUR FREE MICROSCOPE CATALOG

Choose from a complete line of budget-priced microscopes for Research, Industry and Education including metallurgical, biological, stereoscopic, polarizing, measuring, and student models. See for yourself, as have thousands of other buyers, why UNITRON means MORE MICROSCOPE FOR THE MONEY.

Please send UNITRON’s Microscope Catalog No. P-4

Name ____________________________
Company ________________________
Address __________________________
City __________ State __________ Zip __________

UNITRON INSTRUMENT COMPANY
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If you need more than just a simple answer.

Any calculator can give you answers. But if you need more — if you need solutions — then bring on your toughest problems and see what Wang calculators have to offer.

Power, for one thing. Power to whiz you through interest rates or static values of pre-stressed concrete bridges. Or just about anything in between.

Versatility: each Wang calculator is field-expandable to fit your changing needs, to handle more difficult challenges.

And value: each Wang calculator has the greatest performance/price ratio in its respective class.

Wang is the largest American calculator manufacturer and offers the most extensive line of calculators in the world. We’ve earned a reputation for excellence and we intend to protect that reputation with superior products and factory-direct service.

So think about it: do you need answers? Or do you really need us instead?
The Portable Cryogenic Container you need is here.
Check appropriate □ for more information.

LABORATORY DEWARS:
two complete lines from Union Carbide.
One line provides a considerably lower evaporation rate than the other. Select the one that's best for your lab job; they're priced accordingly. Rugged, lightweight, made to quality specifications.

CRYOGENIC REFRIGERATORS:
for dependable storage
There are LINDE refrigerators for every need, including portable ones ranging in size from 10 to 50 liters. Specimens can be refrigerated up to 60 days without a liquid nitrogen refill. Also available: larger stationary units for immersion storage or vapor-phase refrigeration.

HEAVY DUTY LABORATORY VACUUM VESSELS:
won't break or explode
These ruggedly constructed, metal-walled vessels are ideal for handling small quantities of liquid nitrogen in the lab. Unlike glass-walled dewars, they cannot explode during use. No need to wrap them with cloth to protect against flying glass. Cost? No more than comparable glass dewars.

STORAGE AND TRANSFER CONTAINERS:
large, portable
Available in three convenient sizes for storing, transporting, refilling, or dispensing liquid nitrogen. All can be easily moved by one person with dolly or cylinder truck. Two larger containers equipped for withdrawal of LN₂; withdrawal accessories available for smaller containers.

---

Check boxes for more information and mail this page to:
UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION
LINDE DIVISION
DEPT. SM-1, P.O. BOX 766
RADIO CITY STATION
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

LINDE and UNION CARBIDE are registered trademarks of Union Carbide Corporation.
Easy to do with our semi-micro scale Bantam-ware® Kit and accessories. All you need is 2.5 square feet of bench space to set up a complete organic laboratory. Then think as big as you like because all the components included are interchangeable with over three hundred other items in the Bantam-ware line.

The kit is as functional as it is flexible. A sturdy cabinet base puts everything at a convenient bench-top level...everything necessary for fractionation, steam, atmospheric and vacuum distillation, chromatographic analysis, extraction, filtration, reflux and separation.

The big features of Bantam-ware are quality construction and functional design: the finest ¥ 14/20 ground joints available, gradual bends, even glass distribution, minimal travel paths and wetted surfaces, uniformly cylindrical outer walls, and glass support rods for all potential points of stress.

You can start with any one of four Bantam-ware kits complete with heating, agitating, clamping and support equipment. All the kits are available with glass or Teflon* stop-cock plugs and spherical joints ¥ (18/9) on inclined condenser connections.

To determine which kit is best suited to your semi-micro needs, or to get more information about the Bantam-ware line in general, contact your Kontes representative or write:

KONTES
Vineland, N.J. 08360

Regional Distributors: KONTES OF ILLINOIS, Evanston, Illinois • KONTES OF CALIFORNIA, Berkeley, California
A Systematic approach to chromatography
All components for complete systems

Pharmacia Fine Chemicals offers a wide range of compatible components for a variety of gel filtration and ion exchange chromatographic systems.

A COLUMNS. A comprehensive range of jacketed and unjacketed columns available in diameters from 0.9 to 21.5 cm. Lengths from 15 to 100 cm. Special solvent resistant columns also available in diameter 2.5 cm. Lengths 45 and 100 cm.

B FLOW ADAPTORS. Permit upward flow elution, sample application, recycling, flow reversal, etc.

C VALVES. 3- and 4-way valves allow easy operation and flexibility for sample application, recycling, flow reversal, by-pass, etc.

D RESERVOIRS. Bi-functional gel and eluant reservoirs for column packing and elution at constant pressure.

E CONNECTORS. 2- and 3-port connectors for capillary tubing allow easy interconnection of chromatographic components without flanging or flaring.

F FLOW CONTROL VALVE. Designed for shut-off as well as flow control.

NEW

Jacketed columns with new design. Diameters 1.6 and 2.6 cm (K16 and K26), Lengths 40, 70 and 100 cm. Special 1.6x20 cm column for ion exchange chromatography.
Flow adaptors for 1.6 and 2.6 cm columns (A16 and A26).
Flow control valve (FCV-1). Standard on 1.6 and 2.6 cm columns.
The Brush 222. It works where you need it.

In fact, it works anywhere. Because this rugged, two-channel recorder holds its own signal conditioners, internal battery supply and charger. So it's completely portable, completely self-contained.

Which means you can count on information-on-the-spot. And the Brush pressurized ink system gives you traces that are always crisp, clear, and smudgeproof. And the Metrisite®, our own servo loop feedback system means you can also count on 99½% linearity.

The Brush 222 also gives you two 40mm channels and two event markers. Built-in preamps with a measurement range of 1mV per division to 500 V full scale. Plus balanced, floating, and guarded inputs. And a frequency response to 35 Hz.

The two sealed Gould Gelyte® batteries give you 12 hrs. of continuous operation. Up to 6,000 hrs. of total operating life. And you can completely recharge the batteries in just 16 hrs. All you do is plug the Brush 222 into an a.c. outlet overnight.

The Brush 222. It's a born trouble-shooter. And well worth looking into. For more information, write Gould Inc., Instrument Systems Division, 3631 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. Or Rue Van Boeckel 38, Brussels 1140 Belgium.

BRUSH INSTRUMENTS
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We ask you:

Is this the face of an ordinary pH meter?

Even a good, "ordinary" pH meter can have an expanded reading range of any 2, 5, or 10 pH span between 0 and 14 pH.

But how many pH meters can also record these same spans — at 7 different chart speeds from 1/60 to 4 inches per minute?

This one can. Because it's a pH recorder. Our new Model pHR.

And, when optionally equipped, it can also perform as an electrometric titrator, or a pH-stat, or a pH/emf-actuated controller.

The multi-duty pHR does it all with all the accuracy you could ask for. Its basic price: $1250.

There are a lot more performance specifications for the Model pHR that you'll want to get your hands on.

Just call your Sargent-Welch representative or write to us.

SARGENT-WELCH

Scientific instruments, apparatus, chemicals. Sargent-Welch Scientific Company 7300 N. Linder Ave.; Skokie, Illinois 60076
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Rapid screening of amino acids in 30 minutes. That’s fast!

With our new resins . . . and some simple, but highly developed methodologies . . . you can achieve a rapid screening analysis of selected amino acids in 60, 45, and as fast as 30 minutes. And you don’t need an expensive new instrument. All you need are our Spherical Chromatographic Resins (which we’ll sell you) and our methodologies (which we’ll give you). You’ll be able to reduce analysis time, get excellent results, and probably reduce your resin and buffer costs. If you analyze amino acids, give our resins and buffers a try. For literature and information, write to J. V. Benson, Hamilton Company, Post Office Box 307, Whittier, California 90608.

HAMILTON
The detailed CHEMISTRY: A Basic Approach, B. Richard Siebring and Mary Ellen Schaff, both of the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 1972, 272 pages, (057349-2), $8.95. Presenting modern chemistry in such a manner that average students in the terminal course will be able to understand it, the text also gives them an appreciation of both the methods and the philosophy of science. Investigations of cause-and-effect relationships in the physical world reveal certain patterns among its phenomena and the authors attempt in their work to communicate the value of science in bringing about these insights. And by the same authors:

SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES TO ACCOMPANY CHEMISTRY: A BASIC APPROACH, 1972, 156 pages, (057352-2), $2.95

IONS IN AQUEOUS SYSTEMS
Therald Moeller, Arizona State University, and Rod O'Connor, University of Arizona 1972, 367 pages, (042647-3), $6.50
This text introduces the student to equilibrium reactions in aqueous solutions through a detailed study of the behaviors of representative anions and cations under diverse conditions. The first section provides a rigorous, modern treatment of subjects of major theoretical importance and parallels the second section, containing a pertinent set of laboratory exercises. Simultaneous assignments from both sections maximize integration of observed phenomena and theoretical constructs.

ENZYME KINETICS
A clear, simple, step-by-step development of theoretical concepts in enzyme kinetics, this book demonstrates the relationships between various rate equations, allowing the reader to predict kinetic patterns by inspection of the mechanism and to understand these predictions in terms of rate equations.

ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE
John E. Wertz, University of Minnesota, and James R. Bolton, University of Western Ontario, London, Canada/McGraw-Hill Series in Advanced Chemistry 1972, 480 pages, (069454-0), $22.50
Uniquely self-contained and providing very detailed presentations, this book enables even the reader unfamiliar with the field to analyze and interpret a variety of spectra for himself. An abundance of practical problems—even in the appendices—enables the reader to test his understanding and acquire some proficiency in interpretation. A large body of supplementary material on mathematical techniques and elementary quantum mechanics is covered in separate appendices.

INTRODUCTORY EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY
Lavier J. Lokke and William B. Sulzbach, both of San Diego Mesa College 1971, 224 pages, (038600-5), $4.95
Written for students with no high school chemistry or those who need to refresh their background before taking the traditional freshman course, this text incorporates a variety of techniques for use in the laboratory and for the manipulation of data. In addition to explanations of various mathematical techniques, the authors have provided pre-experiment exercises to familiarize the student with the necessary methods and vocabulary.

TOWARD A GENERAL SCIENCE OF VIABLE SYSTEMS
Arthur Iberall, President and Chief Scientist, General Technical Services, Inc. 1972, 414 pages, (031672-4), $14.50
Provides, in one text, an introduction to a science that attempts to unify man’s understanding of the operation of all autonomous viable systems whether natural, organic, or man-made. This essentially new subject is developed against a background of physical principles. It assumes a natural law philosophy, based largely on 19th and 20th century physics and logic.
CONTEMPORARY PHYSICS: An Introduction for the Nonscientist
Jerome Pine, California Institute of Technology
1972, 416 pages (tent.), (050071-1), $9.95
Written primarily for the non-science student, this text explicates some of the basic discoveries of physics, emphasizing atoms, nuclei, and their constituents. Both the substance of modern physics and the thought processes of the physicist are examined through quantitative discussion and problem-solving with a minimum of mathematical intricacy.

ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS, Eighth Edition
Alpheus W. Smith, and John N. Cooper, U.S. Naval Postgraduate School
1972, 674 pages (tent.), (058631-4), $11.95 (tent.)
Designed for students having a broad range of technological and professional interests but lacking calculus. Extensive treatment of classical physics and ten chapters of modern physics provide these students with a thorough introduction to the fundamental laws and concepts of the field, while emphasizing applications in such fields as medicine, biology, and engineering.

FORTRAN FOR ENGINEERING PHYSICS: Data Analysis, Mechanics and Heat
A. B. Grossberg, University of Wisconsin, Parkside
1972, 244 pages, (024971-7), $4.50
This text treats on an elementary level many of the important numerical methods that are currently used to solve scientific and engineering problems. Each volume reviews the details of FORTRAN II and IV programming and discusses various numerical computation procedures as they relate to the processing of data derived from the experiments presented. All experiments employ conventional general physics laboratory apparatus.

BASIC ELECTRONICS FOR SCIENTISTS, Second Edition
James Brophy, Academic Vice President, Illinois Institute of Technology
1972, 576 pages, (008129-8), $12.95
Solutions Manual, (008130-1), $2.00
The second edition of this junior or senior level text for non-electrical engineers emphasizes measurement circuits and analysis of circuits. No previous background in electronics is assumed. Inclusion of laboratory exercises which give the student an understanding of quantitative experimental work, without actual laboratory experience, is a novel feature of this text. Several laboratory exercises suggest the use of computer programs to simulate experimental data acquisition.

CELLULAR BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY
Norman Edwards and Kenneth Hassall, both of the University of Reading, England
1972, 442 pages, (094136-X), $12.50 British Import
Before going deeply into the intricacies of reaction mechanisms, the authors give a clear account of the overall pattern and purpose of cellular activity. The reactions of complex organic molecules are explained wherever possible by analogy to those of simpler molecules familiar to most first-year chemistry students.

AN INTRODUCTION TO PRACTICAL BIOCHEMISTRY
David Plummer, Chelsea College, London
1972, 369 pages, (094162-9), $10.95 British Import
Provides numerous experiments offering a varied and challenging choice of subject and sequence in the study of biochemistry. Each chapter is preceded by a discussion of the chemistry and techniques to be used, and each experiment is likewise preceded by a list of materials required and a brief summary of the principles involved.

Address all orders to:
Norma-Jeanne Bruce
College Division, 13
McGraw-Hill Book Company
330 West 42nd Street
New York, New York 10036
Prices subject to change without notice. Offer good in Continental USA only.
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If you’re not a statistician or a market researcher, don’t read this page.


Single key summation of $x, x^2$ and $n$.

Two-key automatic summation of grouped data.

Two-key automatic summation of paired data accumulates $xy, n, x, x^2, y$, and $y^2$ factors.

10 completely separate storage registers with complete entry, recall, transfer and accumulation flexibility.

Up to 256 steps of decision-making learn-mode programming. Accessory card reader available for automatic entry of programs.

Monroe. The Calculator Company.

550 Central Avenue, Orange, New Jersey 07051
81 Advance Road, Toronto 18, Ontario, Canada
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Water this perfect deserved a name.

This water is sterile and pyrogen-free.
It has a high specific resistance and less than 1 ppm total dissolved solids.
It's been used in biological and biochemical research because of its excellent qualities.
And it's never had a name.
Until now.
Last year we introduced a little book called The Barnstead Basic Book On Water. In it we named this perfect water "biopure".

This water is now being looked at by a lot of people who should be concerned about the water they're using.
In laboratories and hospitals where instruments are sensitive to even minute traces of contamination. And by pharmaceutical companies who make products that people use internally and externally.
We're all going to hear a lot more about biopure water and the means for producing it.

You'll know a little more a lot sooner if you send for our free Biopure Water Systems booklet.

We're sure of that. And we're the people who know everything you need to know about water.

Barnstead
225 Rivermoor Street/Boston, Mass. 02132,
(617) 327-1600,
Mr. Norman McLellan

☐ Please send me information on your systems to produce BIOPURE water.
Name__________________________  Title__________________________
Company________________________
Address________________________
City_________________ State______ Zip______

☐ I've also enclosed my dollar for my copy of The Barnstead Basic Book On Water.
For laboratories weighing costs as well as samples, a precision top-loader for only $395.

Today more than ever before, cost is a major consideration when purchasing new laboratory equipment. If your lab needs a modern, efficient top-loading balance, the Sartorius 1104 is your best answer from every standpoint, including price.

The 1104 is a precision-made torsion balance with 1,000 g capacity/0.1 g accuracy, ideally suited for a wide variety of student, research and industrial applications. Design-wise, it incorporates many advanced features: all-digital readout, full-range optical scale, built-in mechanical taring, readings in less than 3 seconds, no beam oscillation, and no weights to handle or dial in. A non-fatiguing torsion band system eliminates the need for knife edges.

At only $395, there is no better balance buy than the 1104. Greater accuracy, if needed, is available with the Sartorius 1106 (200 g capacity/0.015 g accuracy) at $430.

To find out more about these models, send for our free balance catalog. Just write: Sartorius Division, Brinkmann Instruments, Cantiague Road, Westbury, New York 11590.
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Introducing the new solid state Physiograph.

In 1957, our original Physiograph® recording system brought electronics to the life science classroom. It became the standard teaching system in over 1000 medical schools and colleges throughout the world.

In short, it was a pretty good thing.

Now, we've made it better. By adding two complete solid state systems.

Our new SS-300 solid state recording system is designed to become the basic teaching system of the seventies. It has only three controls, so it's simple to operate, offers step gain, improved frequency response and a complete array of pre-amplifiers, transducers and accessories.

Our new Type 7070 solid state amplifier / coupler system offers more, for those who need it. Designed for advanced teaching and research, it features reversible polarity, calibrated step gain, extended frequency response, multiple filter selection and total system versatility.

Both of these new systems are fully compatible with the first recorder we ever built. And with every one we've made since.

If you'd like information on how to make your good Physiograph even better, or how you can start building your new recording system from scratch, then send us the coupon.

And we'll send you full information about the best of a good thing.

Or, if you prefer, one of our regional representatives will call for a demonstration.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP
TITLE

SCHOOL OR INSTITUTION

☐ Please send me your latest information on the new solid state Physiograph®.
☐ Please have your regional representative call.

Narco Bio-Systems, Inc.
Physiograph® Life Science Instrumentation.

P.O. BOX 12511/7851 AIRPORT BOULEVARD/HOUSTON, TEXAS 77017/AC 713 644-7521/CABLE: FISIO
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Yours from Corning with our 2-year guarantee on pH meters.

Not just one year. Two. So you get a free year.

If anything goes wrong with a Corning pH instrument within 24 months of delivery to you, and it's our fault, we'll take care of it. All you must do is return the guarantee-registration card when you buy the instrument, and have it serviced only by Corning or authorized Corning Scientific Instrument dealers.

We've put the longest guarantee on the longest line. Choose from 12 pH instruments. Analog or digital. Portable to expanded-scale research.

The free year is yours from the same people who guarantee pH and reference electrodes for six months. In writing.

Call your dealer for a demonstration. Or contact us. Corning Glass Works, Scientific Instruments, Medfield, Mass. 02052.

The Free Year.
Did you know that the handy Labindustries' REPIPET dispenser can be ordered (at no extra cost) in this space-saving low silhouette version? And in all sizes, too—1, 5, 10, 20 and 50 ml.

What turns people on about the low silhouette REPIPET?

It fits easily in the refrigerator.
It requires minimum shelf space.
It gets solid support from its 1,000 ml square bottle, reducing the chances of damage.

The low silhouette REPIPET also offers all of these advantages for rapid, dependable dispensing:

**Accuracy** 1%. **Reproducibility** 0.1%. **ALL PYREX® instrument** dispenses any reagent, including concentrated acids, concentrated alkalies, and chlorinated hydrocarbons. REPIPETS have no plastic parts which can leak, slip, corrode or break. (Yes, plastic parts can break, too.)

**Simple, one-step operation.** What could be easier than lifting and depressing a plunger to deliver precise volumes time after time? It takes all of 1 second. Prices of REPIPETS start at $55 including square bottle, Teflon® tip, and 50% lifetime guarantee against breakage. Magnifying indicators start at $10. Other REPIPETS stocked by Labindustries fit any container from 1 oz. to 5 gallons. See catalog for details.


**REPIPETS**

**products of**

**LABINDUSTRIES**

1802 M Second Street/Berkeley, California 94710
Phone (415) 843-0220
Cable LABIND, Berkeley, CA (USA)
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A strain for every effort.

Here's living proof that we can lend a strain of our own to any research effort.

Our CD outbred albino is a proven standout in toxicology, endocrinology and pharmacology.

A one-of-a-kind performer, our CDF Fischer 344 is noted for homozygosity. It delivers near identical physiological data again and again and again.

Our other inbred, the CD Wistar/Lewis, is perfect for adjuvant arthritic and other inflammatory studies. It's a uniquely sensitive research model and COBS® like all the rest.

Write or call for information on any or all of our three rat strains. We'll be happy to tell you more. In fact, it's no strain at all.

Charles River BREEDING LABORATORIES, INC. WILMINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS 01887
A revolutionary new weighing system from Mettler: The beamless balance.

Precision balances using beams, knife edges, torsion bars, and counterweights have well served the requirements of science and industry. Mettler has helped to advance the technology by increasing their speed, accuracy, and useful life expectancy. And, today, Mettler balances are performing admirably in laboratories, schools, and manufacturing facilities.

With such acknowledged worldwide acceptance, why should Mettler consider an idea as revolutionary as a balance without a beam?

The answer is simple. Mettler has always been dedicated to advancing the technology of measurement.

The latest result is Mettler’s new Topmatic series of top-loading balances. Topmatic units achieve weighing results five times faster than traditional balances—in 3/10 of a second. With precision of 1 part in 14,000, the weighing system utilizes force compensation in place of the traditional balance beam.

The speed of the new Topmatic weighing system is in keeping with today’s accelerated and automated laboratory and production techniques.

Naturally, there is much more to tell. We’ll be happy to send you literature on the new Topmatic series and its revolutionary weighing system.

Mettler Instrument Corporation, Box 100, Princeton, N.J. 08540

ADVANCING THE TECHNOLOGY OF MEASUREMENT
We now come to the question of why pension plans do not pay their accumulated funds to retirees in a single sum. The main reason corporations and institutions throughout the country—whether commercial or nonprofit, public or private—do not make lump-sum settlements of accumulated benefits upon retirement is the conviction that their pension obligation to a retired employee lasts as long as the employee does, and that their pension plan must therefore pay the maximum possible lifetime income—an income that required employees cannot outlive or lose through poor investments or incapacity in old age.

FRANCIS P. KING
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association, College Retirement
Equities Fund, 730 Third Avenue, New York 10017

Reference

Ph.D.'s with Husbands

Susan M. Ervin-Tripp (Letters, 24 Dec., p. 1281) describes a recipe for determining whether the hiring of Ph.D.'s discriminates against women: “... multiply by .91 [the percentage of women with doctorates working in the last decade ...] the percentage of Ph.D.'s that were given to women scientists in the top five departments in each field. ...” Unless an institution or department has the resulting percentage of women at each rank it doesn't qualify as discrimination-free.

This hypothesis has much to recommend it, and Ervin-Tripp in all likelihood has stated a suitable zeroth-order approximation to the problem. Unfortunately she has neglected several first and second order corrections that may be comparable in magnitude to the term she cites. Her proposal actually gives an upper bound which may be several times larger than a true nondiscriminatory level of employment and which might mislead some into practices that discriminate seriously against men.

The corrections are necessary because Ervin-Tripp makes the implicit assumption that for the purposes of employment the mobility of women is identical to that of men. This may be reasonably valid for unmarried women. However, marriage places a constraint on the mobility of both men and women and limits their joint opportunities for careers, the limitation being more severe if they elect to live in a small, nondiversified community. For the sake of simplifying the analysis, let us divide the married women into two fractions, $f_1$ and $f_2$, liberated and enslaved, depending on whether the woman or her husband determines where they both live.

In these terms, the percentage calculated by Ervin-Tripp's formula should be multiplied by the quantity

$$Q = \left[ F_u + F_m (f_1 + f_2 P_u) \right]$$

in which $F_u$ and $F_m$ are the fractions of women with Ph.D.'s who are unmarried and married. The quantity $P_u$ is the probability of an enslaved, married woman Ph.D. having a husband whose work takes them to a community that has an academic position suitable to her talents.

Insofar as I know, there have been no very detailed studies of what governs $P_u$, or of its impact upon the employment of women Ph.D.'s. However, for those in a large metropolitan area one would expect $P_u$ to be larger than for a smaller, college-dominated town. My limited experience with employment of women Ph.D.'s on our faculty and with the placement of our own graduates, leads me to believe that the effective value of $P_u$ for an institution and community such as ours may be as small as $\frac{1}{3}$ in some disciplines. In Eq. 1, $F_u$ and $f_1$ are substantially less than $\frac{1}{4}$, so to a good approximation, $Q \approx P_u$. Therefore, the Ervin-Tripp approach overestimates the nondiscriminatory level of academic employment of women Ph.D.'s by the factor $1/P_u$, which may be severalfold.

H. S. GUTOWSKY
School of Chemical Sciences,
University of Illinois at
Champaign, Urbana 61801

Special Virus Cancer Program

Nicholas Wade's report on the Special Virus Cancer Program (SVCP) at the National Cancer Institute (News and Comment, 24 Dec., p. 1306) needed to be written, was well researched, and represents a good overview. However, I reject criticism by "a virologist acquainted with NIH affairs," "a virologist under contract to the SVCP," "academic scienc-
An ultraviolet absorbance monitor in the system intermittently scans the gradient at various wavelengths to determine when ampholytes are focused and provides a baseline of ampholyte absorbance. Scanning during migration shows when the sample is focused, and a final scan provides a continuous profile of the finished gradient as it is being collected.

The low volume column conserves expensive ampholytes; internal streamlining gives superior resolution and recovery of focused zones. For DENSITY GRADIENT ELECTROPHORESIS

Easy loading and automatic sample collection simplify the electrophoretic separation and purification of small samples. Intermittent absorbance scanning provides a complete history of peak separation and indicates completion of migration.

For more information on all ISCO density gradient and gel electrophoresis apparatus, send for our general catalog.

Another dimension in Life Science information

BIORESEARCH INDEX—from BIOSIS, naturally.

BIORESEARCH INDEX is a monthly publication containing full bibliographic citations to original research reports. It offers the same type of in-depth, multiple indexing that is provided for articles abstracted in BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS. Its added dimension is more timely and complete reporting of research information from the following sources than ever before:

- Annual Institutional reports
- Bibliographies, Reviews
- Letters, Notes
- Preliminary reports
- Selected government reports
- Semi-popular journals
- Symposia
- Trade journals

More than 100,000 articles are reported annually in BIORESEARCH INDEX.

Each issue contains the following:

- A list of the publications indexed, including abbreviated title and issue covered.
- Bibliography—each citation listed includes the journal source, volume and issue numbers, date, pagination, author(s) and title.
- BIOSIS' complement of indexes:
  - Author, Biosystematic, CROSS and Subject (B.A.S.I.C.), color-coded and keyed to the bibliography. Every citation receives at least one entry in each index and a total of 19 index entries on the average. These provide the researcher with convenience and flexibility in locating the precise information he requires.

A special price is offered non-profit organizations for combined annual subscriptions to BIORESEARCH INDEX and BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS. To obtain complete information, write or call:

BIOSIS
Professional Services and Education Dept.,
BioSciences Information Service
2100 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19103
(215) 6-4016, Ext. 245
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published. If a particular scientist does not feel sufficiently competent in his research and is afraid criticism of the SVCP would affect his grant or the renewal of his contract, then he should honestly reply "No comment" to the interviewer's questions. However, if a scientist who is doing competent research and whose work is esteemed by others, were to have his research funds canceled by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) because he expressed his views, he would have an extremely good case in the scientific community for action against the NCI and the SVCP program. Grant programs have contributed greatly to cancer research but have not yet found the solutions. As urgent as the cancer problem is, other approaches are necessary to obtain rapid answers; the contract system is one such means. Under such a system, there will be deficiencies and duplications of effort in certain areas. This also occurs with grants, but I feel there is more sharing of ideas and more cooperation among contractors than there is among grantees.

J. EARLE OFFICER
Department of Pathology,
School of Medicine,
University of Southern California,
Los Angeles 90033

Accelerator at Argonne

In her report "High energy physics . . ." (News and Comment, 3 Sept., p. 897), Deborah Shapley suggests that the 12.5-Gev zero gradient proton synchrotron (ZGS) at the Argonne National Laboratory could be in line to be shut down. The arguments leading to that conclusion are derived from inadequate information and place the ZGS in an unfavorable light.

The highly competitive research program at the ZGS operates with the strong participation of university-based research teams. From the point of view of the Argonne Universities Association, which represents 30 major universities and is responsible for formulating, reviewing, and approving Argonne's policies and programs, the program is an excellent example of successful university participation in research at Argonne. Some 400 high energy physicists, mainly from midwestern universities, are actively participating in the ZGS program. In 1970, 20 experiments were completed at the ZGS, and 60 scientific papers were published based on the data taken in these or in previous experiments at the ZGS.

A severe shortage of funds has resulted in a substantial decrease in the operating budget of the ZGS for the past 4 years. As a result, the pace of research has had to be slowed, despite continuous pressure from ZGS users for more accelerator time. A steady flow of new proposals for topical experiments is received by the ZGS Program Committee. The schedule of approved experiments is crowded, and an 18-month backlog now exists.

Shapley reports that the phrase "useful but older" was used to describe several accelerators, including the ZGS. This epitaph misses the mark widely in the case of ZGS, which has been in operation for only 8 years. No other accelerator has exceeded the ZGS in the simultaneous operation of many experiments. Beam handling and detector facilities at the ZGS are modern, and every known elementary particle can be produced. An ingenious, new, and far-reaching program to improve internal beam intensity is now well under way. Shapley does not mention the development at the ZGS of the largest bubble chamber in the world—12 feet in diameter; the unmatched pioneering work in the application of superconductivity to high energy physics research; and the exceptional versatility and cost-effectiveness of the accelerator, which allow many experiments to provide data simultaneously.

The ZGS and its related research program are making unique contributions to physics at the present time and give every promise of doing so for many years.

PHILIP N. POWERS
Argonne Universities Association,
335 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Shapley reviews the serious problems now facing the national high energy physics program and performs a service in pointing out the need for new, more comprehensive procedures to assess priorities in science funding. However, we believe the opinions expressed in her report do not accurately represent the current feeling among high energy physicists. Although the laboratory administrators interviewed by Shapley are highly respected individuals within the field, a more balanced sampling of the entire high energy physics community would have been desirable. Unfortunately, the opinions of the many university physicists who have a
vital interest in the operation of the high energy accelerators were not represented.

We are also distressed at the manner in which Shapley identifies the ZGS as the accelerator least likely to continue in operation. She makes no mention of the many reasons why the ZGS is important to the nation's high energy physics program and should therefore continue to operate.

The energy range that is accessible for study at the ZGS—from low energies up to 12.5 Gev—is an extremely complex and interesting region in the study of particle physics. Resonance phenomena dominate the lower portion of this energy region and there is good reason to believe that smooth high energy characteristics are dominant in the higher portion. Because the transition from low energy to high energy behavior may well occur in this range, this region is very likely to be the proving ground for many new theoretical ideas. Experiments at the ZGS continue to play an important role in this respect and in the future could play a crucial role in the further development of our understanding of the strong interactions. Energies of a few Gev are also ideal for answering many of the completely unsettled questions that relate to weak decay processes.

Because of the high demand for the continued use of the ZGS for high energy physics research, diversification of the accelerator program has never been seriously considered. Accelerator and apparatus development at Argonne have been sharply focused on enhancing the performance of the machine as a high energy physics accelerator. A program is also in progress to exploit those features of the ZGS which uniquely suit it for the acceleration of polarized protons, a capability which promises to open up an exciting new area for research in high energy physics.

The shutdown of any of the AEC's five major operating high energy accelerators would be an extremely serious event. Each of these accelerators has contributed substantially to progress in high energy physics in the last decade, and none of them is close to the end of its productive life. An exciting weak interactions experiment was done at the Berkeley Bevatron last year, and a pioneering experiment on neutrino nucleon interactions in hydrogen is now in operation at the ZGS.

No accelerator should be shut down until all conceivable attempts to ob-
tain adequate funds have failed and all possible alternatives have been eliminated. Those responsible for making such a determination should do so in a careful and considered manner, mindful of the profound impact this action can have on the future of high energy physics in this country.

THOMAS H. GROVES
Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonne, Illinois 60439

HOMER A. NEAL
Department of Physics, Indiana
University, Bloomington 47401

THOMAS A. ROMANOWSKI
Argonne National Laboratory and
Department of Physics, Ohio State
University, Columbus 43210

Open Admissions

As a supporter of the view that the implementation of open admissions programs in higher education is essential to the survival of our civilization, I think Bazell's report (News and Comment, 7 Jan., p. 38) fails to present a balanced appraisal of the problems and social benefits of this program at the City College of New York (CCNY). He does not present the students' perceptions of this program and places undue weight on the anxieties and frustrations of the faculty members who are resisting change in the educational processes, and in the philosophy and content of their courses, that must come with open admissions.

One cannot help asking how many students have entered CCNY under open admissions, and how many of these are Blacks and Puerto Ricans. Furthermore, in view of the crunch, to what extent has the composition of the CCNY faculty changed, and how much has the current faculty reeducated itself about the philosophical and educational requirements that we face today? In order to move toward achieving the goals of higher education, CCNY, like all universities and colleges in this country, needs a public policy of commitment of dollars to back up change through bold experimentation and research in teaching and learning. In this respect, the federal and state governments have the obligation, not just to bail out, but to infuse new life into higher education.

ELENA PADILLA
Puerto Rican Guidance Center Inc.,
1616 Amsterdam Avenue,
New York 10031

10 MARCH 1972
In the time-honored tradition of NCS™ Solubilizer, we proudly present PCS™ Solubilizer (Phase Combining System). It's a highly efficient solubilizer for liquid scintillation counting of radioactive samples.

PCS is designed for aqueous inorganic and organic samples. Generally it will hold more water and count with higher efficiency than the cocktail you are currently using. PCS contains all necessary ingredients, including fluors. In most cases, you just add the radioactive sample to the counting vial with 10 ml or more of PCS, shake vigorously, and count. (For typical efficiencies,* see Table.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nuclide</th>
<th>Counting Efficiency, 3% Water</th>
<th>Counting Efficiency, 40% Water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P32</td>
<td>&gt; 92%</td>
<td>&gt; 92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S35</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Counting efficiency determined on Nuclear-Chicago Mark II Liquid Scintillation Counter, Model 6844 at 12.5°C.

NCS is designed for solubilizing complex biological materials in toluene cocktails. Tests with NCS on whole tissue, blood, and plasma show higher figures of merit (counting efficiency times sample weight) than other digestion reagents or procedures. NCS is the strongest (0.6 N) solubilizer for liquid scintillation counting.

NCS and PCS, together, are the products of choice for liquid scintillation counting of proteins and tissues (and their homogenates); of acrylamide gels; of blood, urine, sucrose gradients, water, lipids, and plasma.

Contact our Technical Service Department for assistance with your liquid scintillation counting problems.

OUR SPECIFIC ACTIVITY IS SERVICE.

AMERSHAM/SEARLE CORPORATION: An Activity of G.D. Searle & Co. and the Radiochemical Centre
Telephone: 312-593-6300-Telex: 28-2452

New... PCS™ for liquid scintillation counting

ORDERING INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCS™</th>
<th></th>
<th>Cat. No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 liter</td>
<td>$13.00</td>
<td>196096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 liters</td>
<td>43.50</td>
<td>196097</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NCS™</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 ml</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>190610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 ml</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>190620</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AMERSHAM/SEARLE, 2636 S. Clearbrook Dr., Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005

I am interested in PCS □ NCS □ Both □. Please send additional technical information □. Have a representative call □.

I am having a problem counting □.

Enter my order for  , P.O. No. ______________________

Name ___________________________ Dept. & Institution ___________________________

Address __________________________ City __________________________

State __________________________ Zip __________________________ Tel. No. __________________________

NCS U.S. Patent 3,506,828
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Bausch & Lomb has been completely successful in cancelling out inflation effects while bringing you new Academic Microscopes with outstanding advantages such as...

- Flat field optical system for sharpest images edge-to-edge
- Wide field eyepieces for longer eye relief and increased usable field of view
- Low position coaxial coarse and fine adjustments for greater comfort and convenience
- Exclusive Harmonic Drive with continuous fine adjustment
- Choice of built-in base illuminators
- Interpupillary distance adjustment with constant tube length
- Choice of plain, glide or ball-bearing mechanical stage with low position coaxial controls
- Choice of reversible binocular or monocular head. Monocular takes a teacher's observation eyepiece.
- Focusable rack and pinion substage with removable 1.30 N.A.
- Abbe condenser with iris diaphragm in 360° full ring mount

Send for our new catalog 31-2366 and we'll tell you more.

More Great News! There's a new Academic 256 line with the famous DynaZoom® stand, at prices that help meet today's tight budgets. Just write for our new catalog 31-2283 and free demonstration offer.

New Bausch & Lomb Microscopes

WITH FEATURES FOR THE 70'S...

AT PRICES FROM THE 60'S

BAUSCH & LOMB
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT DIVISION
77403 Bausch Street, Rochester, N. Y. 14602
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Your Olympus PM-10 eliminates exposure and color-temperature errors. Now a massive new photomicrographic stand, the PM-PSS, virtually ends the only other major cause of lost photomicrographs... vibration.

The PM-PSS supports the entire weight of the camera, isolating it from the microscope. The weight and solidity of a separate stand alone tends to reduce transmitted vibration. Other bench vibrations are absorbed by the stand's rubber feet. Finally, a rubber mat minimizes transmission of vibration from the microscope itself.

The PM-PSS stand may be used with any Olympus or other microscope having a vertical phototube, and with any of the camera and film-back combinations in the PM-10 modular photographic system. Camera and microscope operation is unaffected by the use of the stand, and all controls remain fully accessible.

So if you're considering anything at all in the line of photomicrographic apparatus, we suggest you ask now for a demonstration of the new Olympus PM-PSS stand.


OLYMPUS now eliminates the third major reason for lost photomicrographs.

PM-PSS stand shown with biological microscope model FHA
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DPN
β-Diphosphopyridine Nucleotide
Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide (NAD)

IN BULK

Users of large quantities of DPN are invited to discuss their needs with Sigma. As the oldest manufacturer of the finest DPN and DPNH in the World, we are in an excellent position to cooperate. Multi-Kilo quantities can be shipped immediately from our ample stocks.

PRICES—Can be negotiated for both auto analyzer and research grades in bulk.

PURITY—We offer several grades to suit your satisfaction.

GRADE V

This is a careful small-batch repurification of our well known Grade III. Minor impurities are reduced to eliminate the reported "enzyme lag."

Ref. 1. Dalziel, K. J. Biol. chem., 283, 1538 (1963)
2. Winer, A.D., J. Biol. chem., 239, PC 5976 (1964)

GRADE III

Our World renowned work-horse grade; probably the most widely accepted DPN in the World, for both Research and Clinical studies. Recommended where near-maximum precision is essential.

GRADE AA

A special grade prepared for applications that do not require highest purity. Although not equal to our Grade III, this grade is guaranteed to be at least as pure as any lower priced DPN presently available for Automatic Analyzer usage. Yet the price in bulk quantities of 100 grams and over is considerably lower than is possible for our Grade III.

If you have a substantial need for DPN (NAD) please phone me "Person-to-Person" (Collect, of course) at any time of the day or night, and from anywhere in the World. I think I can make it worth your while.

Thanks
Dan Broida
My phone - (314) - 993-6418
St. Louis, Mo. USA
(I am usually available)

It's a pleasure doing business with Sigma

ORDER DIRECT

from ANYWHERE in the WORLD

TELEPHONE COLLECT

Day, Station to Station, 314/771-5730

Night, Person to Person,

Dan Broida, 314/993-6418

TWX (Teletype) Day or Night: COLLECT-910-761-0593

TELEGRAM: SIGMACHEM, St. Louis, Missouri

The Research Laboratories of

SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY

MAILING ADDRESS: P. O. BOX 14500, ST. LOUIS, MO., 63178, U.S.A.

Distributed through

SIGMA LONDON Chem. Co. Ltd., 12, Lettie St., London, S.W.6, Eng., Phone 01-736-8523 (Reverse Charges)

SIGMA ISRAEL Chem. Co. Ltd., 28 Kof-Gimel St., Givatayim, Israel

Telephone: (03) 760654 (Reverse Charges)
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SCIENCE, VOL. 175
Structural Macromolecules: Collagen

(Kimball Union Academy)
Russell Ross, chairman; Darwin Prockop, co-chairman.

17 July. Chemistry and structure of collagen (Klaus Kuhn, discussion leader); Crosslinks in collagen (Paul Gallop, discussion leader).

18 July. Molecular packing of collagen (Andrew Miller, Art Veis, discussion leaders); Collagen biosynthesis-enzymatic steps (Darwin Prockop, discussion leader).

19 July. Collagen biosynthesis—intermediate forms (P. Bornstein, discussion leader); Elastic fibers (Russell Ross, discussion leader).

20 July. Biological role of connective tissue in development and morphogenesis (Robert Trelstad, discussion leader); Degradation and turnover of collagen (Art Eisen, John Harper, discussion leaders).

21 July. Pathophysiology of connective tissue (Ted Harris, discussion leader).

Chemistry and Biology of Tetrapyrroles

(Wayland Academy)
Lyonel G. Isaels, chairman; June Lascelles, vice chairman.


11 August. Bile pigment metabolism. R. Schmid, A. McDonagh, J. D. Ostrow.

Textiles: Fibrous Materials

(Wayland Academy)
Arnold M. Sookne, chairman; Harry R. Billica, vice chairman.

3 July. W. O. Statton, “Setting of polyamides and polyesters”; L. R. Rebenfeld, “Response of fibers to non-reactive chemical environments.”


Thin Films

(Kimball Union Academy)
John B. Hudson, chairman; Helmut Poppa, vice chairman.

The Film—Substrate Interface


P.A.R. SIGNAL AVERGERS OFFER:
- Low Cost
- Easy Operation
- Fast Readout
- High Noise Rejection
- Excellent Noise Rejection

P.A.R. averagers have recovered repetitive waveforms from noise in applications as diverse as alpha rhythm analysis and the study of phosphorescence. Most likely, one of our models will help you obtain more data from a noisy signal.

The 160 Boxcar Integrator scans across a signal to reconstruct its waveform or to study a portion of it as small as 10 ns in duration. FS sensitivities < 50 mV can be obtained. Price: $4350. The Model CW-1 extracts waveforms with durations as short as 1 µs and provides FS sensitivity to 0.2 V. Price: $2150.

The TDH-9 Waveform Eductor uses a 100 point memory to store, average and reproduce waveforms with durations ranging from 100 µs to 11 s. Price: $3500. The otherwise identical TDH-8 uses a 50 point memory. Price: $2750.

For full information, demonstration or applications assistance, contact your P.A.R. representative, mail the coupon below, or call us at (600) 452-2111.

PRINCETON APPLIED RESEARCH CORPORATION
Box 565, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Gentlemen:
☐ Please arrange a signal averager demonstration.
☐ Please send more data on signal averagers.

Name ____________________________
Title ____________________________
Organization ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ______
Phone ____________________________
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"Fundamental limitations of micro-electronic devices."


Toxicology and Safety Evaluations

(Kimball Union Academy)

Leon Golberg, chairman; Harold C. Grice, vice chairman.


Physics and Chemistry of Water and Aqueous Solutions

(Holderness School)

Harold L. Friedman, chairman; George J. Safford, vice chairman.


**GRA LAB** micro timer stop clocks meet all timing needs exactly

Split-second measure of elapsed time for lab tests, production work, micro-motion study, instrument calibration, etc. Synchronous motor-driven. Large 8” dial. Two models: 1/10 second or 1/1000 minute dial divisions. Start-stop from switch on timer or remote control cord (included). Quick manual reset. Portable model $48. Write for new catalog.

**DIMCO-GRAY COMPANY**
207 East Sixth Street, Dayton, Ohio 45402
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**PHOTO-SLIDE LABELS**

Self-sticking Time Photo-Slide Labels provide space for identification and ownership plus a red dot to ensure correct placement of the slide in projector. Pressure-sensitive adhesive requires no moistening and sticks permanently to any surface. Labels may be used on photographs, lantern slides, 2” x 2” mounts, or negatives. May be custom imprinted.

FREE BROCHURE! Write for samples, illustrated brochure, and the name of a dealer near you.

**PROFESSIONAL TAPE COMPANY, INC.**
144 TOWER DRIVE, BURR RIDGE, ILLINOIS 60521
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**Fast Check Artist: Speed Servo II**

new from Esterline Angus

Speed Servo II; the new single pen or two pen crossover recorder that hands you a fast check—better than 0.3 second full scale response. And non-hunting, nonwearing feedback. And disposable writing system. And flexibility in design to match general industrial, OEM or complex laboratory requirements.

Get a fast check of Speed Servo II capabilities. Write Box 24,000, Indianapolis, Indiana 46224. Or call 317/244-7611.

**ESTERLINE ANGUS**
Division of Esterline Corporation

Data Recording Instruments
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Introducing the tallest story in incubation.

All 24 cu. ft. of it.

Leave it to Hotpack to give you the most in incubation. Model 1650 has 24 cu. ft. interior capacity and 91 sq. ft. of shelf space. Surely the granddaddy of all reach-in incubators available today! What’s more, it features Hotpack’s ultra-reliable, transistorized, fully solid state proportional control of ±0.1° from 35° to 60°C. Other models offer temperature control to 0°C and relative humidity from ambient to 95%. Write for complete specifications:
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**Esterline**

Circle No. 67 on Readers’ Service Card
Take the fullest advantage of high voltage TLE techniques which can produce separations of complex mixtures in less than one hour with very small amounts of samples. This Shandon apparatus is particularly useful in two-dimensional TLC/TLE for the separation of peptide "maps" or "fingerprints." Features include cooled aluminum platen and a safety micro switch cut-off actuated when the transparent lid is removed.

A 1000-volt, 100 mA power supply is available. For two-dimensional work a wide selection of flat-bottom Chromatanks® and accessories are offered. Write for complete catalog of Shandon TLC/TLE equipment to Shandon Southern Instruments, Inc., 515 Broad Street, Sewickley, Pa. 15143 (Pittsburgh District).

BOOKS RECEIVED
(Continued from page 1102)


-76°C Ultra-Cold.
-96°C Ultra-Colder.


Contact J. E. Hirsig at Kelvinator Commercial, the company that knows how to give you 12 cubic feet of the best cold you ever had.

Upright UC-105 (-76°C/-105°F) Chest UC-520 (-85°C/-120°F)
Chest UC-540 (-96°C/-140°F)

Kelvinator
621 Quay Street • Manitowoc, Wis. 54220 • (414) 682-0156
One of the White Consolidated Industries
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NEW MAGNETICALLY DRIVEN WATER BATH SHAKER...
For both gyrotyory and reciprocating action
Controls temperature electronically within ±0.25°C
Controls heating and tap-water cooling
Controls agitation electronically from 40 to 400 rpm
Controls water level automatically

Other features: Safety thermostat protects against over-heating. Lockknobs prevent change of settings. Right-angle mercury thermometer is easier to read and is protected against breakage. Extra-large shaker capacity. Available with dual gas flowmeters, twin gassing hoods and photosynthetic illumination.

Send for catalog G865/372

NEW BRUNSWICK SCIENTIFIC CO., INC.
1130 SOMERSET ST., NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY 08903
With NBS, Advanced Technology is a Way of Life
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NOMINATIONS FOR AAAS OFFICE

The Committee on Nominations and Elections invites members of the Association to suggest nominees for inclusion on the fall slates for election of a new President-Elect and two new members of the Board of Directors. (Present members of the Board were listed in the 18 February issue of Science.) Please print your nominations on the following form and return by 15 April.

To: Executive Officer, AAAS, 1515 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20005

I propose for President-Elect:

I propose for Board of Directors:

Handy helpers

**Time-It**

Time any program, process or procedure with ease. You can't beat Time-It for accuracy, durability, economy. Second and minute models.

**Big Jack/Little Jack**

Sturdy, adjustable platform for flasks, hot plates, etc. Precisely controlled lifting up to 100 lbs. Little Jack for micro and semi-micro work.

**Handi-Hot Plate**

Fully adjustable, thermostatically controlled 110°F to 600°F temperature range. Lightweight, portable, and built to last.

**Mag-Mix**

Great versatility in stirring and agitation of a wide temperature/viscosity range of liquids using choice of encapsulated Ainiaco magnets.

Get the complete story on these handy helpers. Ask your Precision Scientific Dealer or write us.

Precision Scientific Company, 3737 W. Cortland St., Chicago, III. 60647.